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ABSTRACT

recent contents [8].

Mobile phones became indispensable tools in our lives, with
Android being the most used mobile OS. These devices depend on
managing application lifecycles to improve launch performance,
but the management of application processes is not done in an
efficient way. The standard low memory killer, that is responsible
for freeing memory, does not consider any user information and it
frequently kills applications that are going to be launched.
Context-awareness presents several possibilities to make mobile
systems more efficient and user-driven in terms of user experience.
In this paper, we introduce a context-based launcher using
recurrent neural network (RNN), a special branch of neural
networks capable of remembering dependencies, taking in
consideration not just previous inputs, but also previous outputs,
providing high accuracy without any extra sensor context. Our
system guarantees that most of the applications are ready to use in
the background, substantially improving the launch time enabling
a better user experience. Experimental results demonstrate that the
novel scheme can reduce application launch latency in a
significant manner.

In Android, the most used mobile OS, the management of the
application processes is not done in an efficient way. The low
memory killer that is responsible for freeing memory when it
reaches a certain threshold is based in the least recently used
processes (LRU). The LRU algorithm does not consider any user
information and it frequently kills applications that are going to be
used. That process directly affects the user experience that will
constantly have to deal with long latency in application launches
when interacting with the device [19].
In terms of user experience in smartphones, one of the most
crucial performance parameters is the application launch time.
There are two methods to launch an application in Android OS.
The first one, which is defined as cold start, happens when the
system needs to create the new application because it is absent in
the background. Second, the warm launch, in which the process is
resumed because it was already present in the background [6, 12].
The startup time of a mobile application can be significantly
changed depending if the app has to be created or simply resumed.
Application launch time is characterized as the time between the
users touching the screen icon to the point when the activity is
displayed on the screen. And this launch time latency is known to
affect a lot the user interaction with the mobile apps. Figure 1
presents a simplified schema of the android application lifecycle
and transitions between the states.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The communication on the go brought by mobile devices has
modified the lifestyle of our entire society: it has transformed
work routines, how we organize our daily schedules, develop and
maintain social ties. The continuous increase of smartphone users
in market has led to a massive boost in the number of mobile
applications. Reports show that the mobile app stores, Apple App
and Google Play, store together more than 4 million apps [20].
With mobile devices being a part of our lives, users expect longer
battery life, pervasive internet access, fast response time, and

Figure 1: Simplified lifecycle of android application.
To address the challenge of providing best performance we want
to manage mobile applications in a context-aware and resourceefficient fashion by harnessing individual application usage
behavior. We formulate the problem as series prediction based in
contextual information from the user using Recurrent Neural
Networks. The prediction model and application preloader
guarantee that the application process would be already in the
background when needed. That would allow the application to run
a warm start with lower latency.
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Our experiments are carried out using traces, containing user’s
app usage, from the RiceLab user study [7, 15]. Substantial
application latency reduction was obtained as a result of adopting
our novel approach for application prediction and preloading.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
analyze previous work related to understanding app prediction,
preloading and memory management. Section 3 describes our
application prediction model using Recurrent Neural Networks. In
section 4 we present our experimental results. In Section 5 we
discuss the implementation challenges and limitations. Section 6
concludes this paper with future work.

and the implementation done to the OS, did not allow much
flexibility.
In another study, the Predictive Practical Prefetch (PREPP) [7, 15],
is a practical system to prefetch in mobile devices and it have
been designed to enhance performance of mobile devices allowing
reduction in the startup time. At the core, PREPP relies on two
parts:

2. RELATED WORK

1.

Several experimental studies were performed with the goal of
building the basis of context-awareness for mobile systems
scheduling [5, 16–18, 22]. These projects looked for an analytical
understanding of how people interact with applications given a
certain context such as temporal and geographical data, the last
used applications and many others. Falaki et al. [5] investigates
usage traces and tries to label the level of activities that are found
to considerably vary among users.

2.

App Prediction by Partial Match (APPM), a prediction
system that without use of any privacy-sensitive
contextual information grasps the probability
distribution of the apps likely to be started after.
Time Till Usage (TTU), a model that by measuring the
time period before application interaction estimates the
correct time for prefetching.

Combining the output of these two individual systems, PREPP is
able to decide when to prefetch content, without doing any app or
OS modifications. The two systems are complementary and, in the
end, able to obtain the following results:

In another previous project, Rice LiveLab user study [17],
evaluates 34 people, who received smartphones and mobile data
access for 14 months. All along this period, their phone usage was
monitored, resulting in a very extensive trace dataset. As
discussed in [13], the majority of user interactions with the device
are found to be quick. As expected, the effect of sluggish start up
can cause even more negative impact for the users considering
that 80% of the interactions are shorter than 2 minutes.




Over 80% accuracy for the next app to be used (top 5
ranking prediction). Delivering content with 90 seconds
freshness on average for users;
Generates minimum extra energy cost.

In spite of the fact that it presents good results, PREPP focus on
prefetching the web content but does not approach the issue and
app launch latencies, making clear that there is still room for
solutions that tackle the application prediction and management in
a broader sense.

Improvements for faster application launch have been studied and
implemented for a long time in non-mobile computer systems.
Content prefetching and caching to reduce page load times, are
commonly used in browsers and other web systems [23]. Recently,
there's been an increase in efforts to bring this idea to mobile
world. As an initial step for the development of our solution we
analyzed the improvement and drawbacks of these related projects,
to clearly understand the unfulfilled gaps.

Other research modeled the prediction of subsequent apps as a
supervised learning problem, achieving a prediction accuracy as
high as 90.2% [2]. This study uses log samples with more than 60
million records of anonymous users collected in 2014, obtained
from the Yahoo Aviate. This prediction model utilizes Parallel
Tree Augmented Naive Bayesian Network (PTAN) with basic and
session features. Table 1 presents a summary of the accuracy of
the models described.

This paper relates to two different areas of prior studies:

2.1 Application Prediction
With the increasingly availability of apps, several different
solutions have been proposed for exploiting contextual-awareness
in application prediction. One of the biggest challenges are the
adaptability of prediction under a cold start and the privacy of the
users. In this section we analyze and compare previous works that
aim to predict the next application to be used.

Table 1. Comparison of prediction accuracy of previous
algorithms

The FALCON system contains a context source manager, a
launch predictor and a prelaunch event dispatcher, implemented
for the Windows Phone OS [23]. FALCON offers an architecture
that observes and utilizes context to run predictive app launch
actions. The launch predictor, the central component of this
implementation, applies user context parameters to predict
application start. The launch predictor converts non-treated data
sources into relevant features for the selection engine. Then the
system infers and figures it out which features it should use along
with which application to prelaunch. Formerly, the dispatcher
loads the apps and the prelaunch routine is executed for the
selected applications based in the information that was passed to it.

Algorithm

Prediction Accuracy

Falcon

70.1%

PREPP

74.3%

PTAN

90.2%

2.2 Mobile Application Management
Prefetching and memory management in mobile devices has
received considerable attention lately, and several studies were
developed with the goal of improving performance in this area [7,
15]. Following this trend CAS (Context-aware Application
Scheduler) is a solution which functions by predicting the
application that will be used and when a user will launch it.
Simulations, based on usage traces, show that CAS performs
better than Android scheduler, Android Low Memory Killer
(LMK) and Android 6.0 [14].

FALCON used various context sources such as location, time,
accelerometer and gyroscope. The prediction of application to be
launched, using context, can achieve latency reductions of around
50% when compared with LRU and launch with fresh app content.
These elements are sufficiently low overhead and negligible
processing and power consumption. Although presenting good
results FALCON implementation was limited to Windows phone

CAS focus on consumption aspect of application management and
it is shown to outperform two other complementary approaches,
BFC (Background to Foreground Correlation) and HUSH [3].
BFC computes the amount of user interaction for each application
while they interact with the phone and it is based on suppressing
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background applications based in a threshold. HUSH places
applications in the inactive state in case they are not often used in
foreground and elongates the period of the inactive states
exponentially. The algorithm is able to obtain screen-off energy
saving of more than 15%. CAS adopts the parameter γ to treat
both metrics, energy efficiency and fast app launch time, as a
unified measure and it has different adjusting points depending on
the balance of the parameter γ. The background and the total
energy saving compared to the LMK reach 51% and 25% on
average but the parameters need to be adjusted in an Ad-hoc
manner. These approaches address the energy-inefficient activities,
handling the background processes, but this still does not answer
when the user will use the application again [9].

Figure 2: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Network

Li et al. proposed a reinforcement learning based optimization for
deciding which app to kill allowing the system to consequently
improve application startup performance. In the low memory
killer optimization process, they present an algorithm which learns
applying trial-and-error exploration, measuring the reward of each
killing process and creating the policy to perform process-killing
tasks. The reinforcement learning LMK, makes better choices
while choosing the process to be discarded, showing results that
outperform the standard low memory killer from Android system
[10].

The core idea behind LSTMs is that it has the astonishing ability
to add or discard information for the cell state or memory unit. In
this way, LSTMs can selectively remember or forget things and
capture the temporal behaviors of a user.

3.2 User Trace Dataset and Training
Our machine learning model utilizes the training datasets provided
by the LiveLab project at Rice University [17]. The traces were
collected from 34 volunteers during a period of 14 months. The
data of the users is composed by the list of applications used in
each phone. The traces contain the time and duration of each app
session along with phone calls made and received, charging state,
accelerometer readings, CPU and disk utilization, periodical cell
tower signal state, periodical connection Wi-Fi access point state,
time that the logger was running, web browsing history and GPS.

While other approaches have contributed to improve app
predictions, most of them focus on app recommendations, killing
processes and power saving, not in reducing the application cold
starts. Our goal is to attain highest prediction accuracy while
exploring a new anticipatory model and make use of that
prediction to improve the application launching performance by
preloading the applications.

Our LSTM-based prediction system was developed using the
TensorFlow framework. TensorFlow is an open source machine
learning system that operates at large scale in diverse
environments allowing developers to test novel optimizations and
training algorithms [1]. The chosen features to feed our network
as inputs in the Livelab traces are app id, the time the app is
launched, battery status and location. The data is then reshaped to
a 3-D array being the first dimension the length of the data itself
and the second dimension the number of steps. The system is then
trained using 80% of each user’s data, which is feed to the system
in batches. Figure 3 shows the accuracy of our model during the
training process.

3. PREDICTION MODEL
We define the question of app prediction as following: By
analyzing the application usage sequence for a certain user, can
we anticipate which application he is going to open after? We
establish parallels between our problem and text translation,
where the previous word sequence can be used to determine the
most probable next character. Similarly, each app can be viewed
as a word and the sequence as a long text and apply this machine
learning techniques to our problem [4].

3.1 LSTM Model
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are models that capture the
patterns in sequences via a chain like structure composed by gates.
These networks combine the input with their current state and a
function to output a new prediction [21]. Since the development of
LSTM in 1997, systems based on the architecture and similar to
the Gate Recurrent Unit (GRU) have demonstrated unprecedented
performance on diverse tasks, such as speech recognition, text-tospeech synthesis, translation, etc. So, we look into these model
characteristics to understand how to adapt to our needs [10].
Long Short-Term Memory networks are a particular type of RNNs
are extremely efficient for learning long-term dependencies [11].
Its design allows it to adjust and remember patterns that consider
long intervals of time. In that manner it handles the long-term
dependency problem. Like all other recurrent neural networks, it
has the form of a conglomerate of repeating blocks, resulting in an
overall simple structure [3]. The main difference manifests in the
fact that it has four interacting layers. Figure 2 presents the basic
structure of a LSTM network.

Figure 3: Model Accuracy during each training iteration.
We train our network individually for each one of the 34 users,
getting results that exceeded our expectations. The overall
accuracy had surpassed 92.8%. Initially we used LSTM only feed
the current features as input, which showed poor performance for
a TOP-1 prediction, as we change to a Time Series, stacking
previous features, where the long-term recurrence is a perfect
feature for it, our model, presents prominent results. Our
architecture has only 3 layers to avoid overfitting. As described
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above our model learns the patterns combining the user features
and considering the temporal aspect it is used to predict and
preload the next application to be used. That allows the app to be
ready for launching whenever the user requests it.

4.2 Results
The average launch latency and number of cold launches are the
metrics used to evaluate our model performance. Figure 4 shows
the performance of the standard LMK, a second baseline, that
corresponds to the LRU LMK, which performs process-kills based
in the order the apps were used, and finally our LSTM prediction
model.

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we analyze the advantages of our prediction and
preloading approach using the LiveLab traces. The system
considers the current context to make a prediction and guarantee
that the app is loaded before a user actually invokes the app.

As we see from the results, our proposed scheme outperforms all
the Android LMK policies. All results considered, our approach
accomplishes on average a 44% reduction on application launch
latency when compared to the standard Android LMK, and 12%
in relation to the LRU Low Memory Killer.

4.1 Testing Environment
We model the application memory consumption and Android Low
Memory Killer and develop a comprehensive simulator based on a
mobile device with 2GB RAM. Due to the irrelevance of the
system processes for this application, we excluded the home
screen manager, the phone calls, messaging service and other
similar system applications.
The simulation evaluates the execution of different apps on the
phone, checking the process creation and changes in the memory
usage that are controlled by probability distributions initialized
with randomized parameters. The simulation process is simplified
in such a way that actions are taken at the point the memory
thresholds are reached [10]. The methodology used in our
simulation is presented in Algorithm 1.

Figure 4: Detail simulation results (5 randomly selected users).
We also measured the number of cold launches that happened
while running all the different techniques. The obtained results
show that the proposed scheme outperforms the others in all the
observed users, obtaining a reduction of 42% in the number of
cold launches in relation to the LRU LMK. Less free memory is
available when our algorithm runs but that helps in having more
applications in the background leading to faster response times.

Figure 5: Number of cold launches (5 randomly selected users).

5. DISCUSSION
There are some issues to be resolved before implementing our
solution into a real device. The issues are threefold.
First, the application unload or process killing should be avoided
in case the application is needed anytime soon. For that our
system should not simply consider the next application but
possible a batch of application and a window of time in which
they are likely to use. That would minimize the loss and avoid the
killing of important apps, while guaranteeing good launching
times. Second, to load applications and make our solution work
natively we need to override the application manager and virtually

To compare with our system, we evaluate the standard Android
LMK using the same traces. The standard LMK operation can be
summarized as follows: applications with no service processes are
killed at the point which the memory threshold of 192MB is hit
and apps that contain service components start to be killed at
144MB memory threshold.
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disable or make Android run with substantially relaxed memory
limits.
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Finally, the LSTM model is able to reach a really good prediction
accuracy, surpassing the current state-of-art. But in this process
we do not consider the prediction behavior adaptation in case of
new app installations. For that matter a different strategy should
be studied and this condition added to our model.

6. CONCLUSION
This research paper proposes a new schema for application
prediction and preloading, which utilizes collected information in
a smartphone and generates customized app predictions using a
recurrent neural network. Based on the data collection analysis,
we found that several features such as last application, time and
battery level can be used to anticipate the next application to be
started and improve the app launch performance, creating a better
experience for the user. Our system had a performance that
surpassed the performance of other previous models, from the
literature, in terms of prediction accuracy and showed significant
improvement in the app launch time, reducing the amount of cold
starts.
In the future we plan to further develop the Android
implementation of our system, considering the effects new
application installations, predict application considering the top-k
applications to mitigate the effects of misprediction and also
measure the battery consumption effects of the prediction and
preloading process.
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